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Ever since 2008, SIVECO is reporting annually the practices
regarding corporate social sustainability.
The present report covers the period January 1st 2014 –
31th December 2014 and presents data regarding the
company’s activity in the social, economic and environment
protection sectors.

Florin Ilia,
President & CEO of SIVECO Romania

Message from the CEO, Florin Ilia
“2014 is already the 7th year when SIVECO is carrying out the Social Sustainability Report. We have
done a lot of good things to the benefit of the community and we are proud of our team.
I strongly believe in the value of our employees. In over 23 years of activity, they have contributed
to implementing over 3,500 high complexity projects of introducing IT with positive impact on the
daily life of all people. The quality and professionalism of SIVECO team were rewarded along time
with over 200 awards.
In order to provide the best products and services to our beneficiaries we have invested a lot also in
2014, in our employees’ professional training.
In all the activities that we develop, we take into consideration sustainable development, as our
projects are meant to generate a positive impact on the community and the environment.
We are determined to continue also in the following years the initiatives launched, to improve
our strategies, products and services so that to respond to the most demanding request of our
customers, and to contribute this way to the society’s development as a whole.”

Florin Ilia, President & CEO of SIVECO Romania
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1. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AT SIVECO

Organizational
Structure
SIVECO Management Team
Florin ILIA
President and CEO

Doina Binig
Vice-President Strategy &
Chief Operating Officer

Daniela Bichir
Vice-President Human
Resources & Quality

Alexandru Radasanu
Vice-President Research
& Development
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1.1

BUSINESS CARD
SIVECO Romania is the leader of Romanian software houses and one
of the main IT solutions providers for education, health, agriculture,
for the business environment and public institutions as well.

SIVECO develops and exports software solutions and consultancy projects
of high added value towards 27 countries in the European Community,
Middle East, North Africa and the Community of Independent States area.
Among the countries included in our portfolio we mention:
Great Britain, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Cyprus, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Finland, France,
Georgia, Germany, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Luxemburg, Macedonia, Malta, Morocco, Poland, Republic of
Moldova, Romania, Serbia, Turkey and Hungary.
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Legal identity

SIVECO Romania S.A is a joint venture company, headquartered
in Bucharest, duly represented by Florin Ilia, as President and
CEO. The company is registered at the Trade Register under no.
J40/14658/1992, sole registration code 476331, fiscal attributes
RO.
Field of activity: software development
Registered office: Bucharest, 73-81, Bucuresti – Ploiesti Drive,
District 1, Victoria Park Complex, Building C4

Offices

Bucharest – head office,
Cluj,
Galati,
Craiova,
Constanta, Ploiesti, Bacau,
Brasov, Iasi, Timisoara.

Number of employees: 695

8

International offices
•

United Arab Emirates

•

Belgium

•

Kazakhstan

•

Turkey
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1.2

TYPES OF PRODUCTS, SOLUTIONS
Business-to-business Solutions

eLearning Solutions

Business-to-Public Solutions

Customized Application
Development

Professional Services
Third party products
Enterprise Applications
Analysis and design
Oracle Applications
Customized Application
Development

SIVECO products solutions and services

Project Management
Ventyx Applications
eHealth Solutions
Implementation
eAgriculture
Training

eLearning Solutions

eCustoms

Quality Assurance

Technical support

Microsoft Applications

1.3

BUSINESS PRACTICES
SIVECO defines its business practices in the company’s Code of
Ethics and the Anti-corruption Manual. These documents are
periodically reviewed, updated every year and brought to the
knowledge of all stakeholders.
In 2006, SIVECO has adhered to Partnership for Fighting
Corruption - Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI)
– based on a set of corporate civic principles defined by the
World Economic Forum in collaboration with Transparency
International and Basel Institute of Governance.
The company observes the practices regarding work relations
derived from the UN Global Compact agreement, as well as
human rights, stipulated in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights of 1948. Business relations with suppliers, partners and
collaborators are evaluated from the point of view of human
rights and ethic standards observance.
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2. SUBSTANTIALITY PRINCIPLE
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2.1

CSR REPORTING
AND SIVECO BUSINESS
The basic values, resulted from the business strategy, guiding
our mission, are the following:

Determination

Character

Loyalty

Team
Spirit

Pioneering

Intelligence

These values are the basis of the performance strategy aimed
at sustainable development, with positive impact on all the
stakeholders and the environment.
SIVECO’s mission is to develop IT solutions that would facilitate
information based inclusion of its beneficiaries, generating
positive change, competitiveness and prosperity.
By the object of activity of our business itself – information
technology – we provide products and services promoting
the direct access to information, social inclusion, financial,
technological and any kind of inclusion, quality of life
improvement,
business
environment
improvement,
environment protection.
The solutions provided by SIVECO have impact on million of
citizens worldwide, in sectors like education, health, agriculture,
as well as on the employees of private companies in various
economic sectors.
Year on year we are improving the sustainability activity, paying
more attention to objectives and results and trying to measure
them as objective as possible. We are using the sustainability
report in order to reflect, voluntarily, the opinion of all those
with whom we develop relations in the business community
where we operate, at economic, social, cultural and environment
protection level, respectively.
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The stakeholders

Customers
and Partners

Environment
Responsibles

Shareholders

STAKEHOLDERS
Employees
Authorities and
institutions

2.2

REPORTING THE
SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE
SIVECO Romania pays special attention to the sustainable
corporate responsibility.
The CSR principles were included in all aspects of our activity,
including the products’ development strategy.
The CSR efforts are natural ones, resulting from the company’s
philosophy itself and reach important aspects of the sustainable
economic development, the society and environment
protection.
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2.3

SUBSTANTIALITY PRINCIPLE –
RELEVANT ASPECTS IDENTIFIED
AND THEIR AREA OF RELEVANCE
What did we achieve in 2014?
We have reviewed and supplemented the professional
documents by which we guide ourselves in observing the
social responsibility principles. The employees are periodically
informed on all changes brought about to the documents below:
Employees’ Manual
Code of ethics
Anti-corruption Manual
Documents of the Environment Management System
Communication on Progress Report for 2014
According to the methodology for applying the Standards and
Reporting Principles of Global Reporting Initiative, version G4,
we have taken into consideration four principles for establishing
the content of this report:
1. Principle of involving the co-interested groups in the reporting process
2. Principle of reporting in the sustainable development context
3. Substantiality principle
4. Principle of ensuring the report’s completeness character.

The principles for establishing the report’s content impose a
series of requirements ensuring both the relevance and the
completeness of the information published in this report:
Dialogue and involvement of the groups co-interested
in the reporting process;
Identifying all the aspects relevant to reporting, taking
into account both the priorities of the organization’s
medium and long term development strategy, and the
interests and expectations of the main co-interested
groups: customers, employees, partners, shareholders
and society;
Identifying and including in the report all the significant
elements reflecting the organization’s sustainability
performance, highlighting the direct and indirect
impact, internal and external, economic, social and
environmental impact.
13
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Thus, in order to identify the relevant aspects approached by
the report, all mechanisms for dialogue, consultation and
involvement of the main co-interested groups were taken into
consideration:
Annual study for customer satisfaction’ evaluation,
carried out by The Quality Assurance Department;
Internal audit carried out on annual basis for assessing
the employees’ satisfaction, performed by the Human
Resources Department;
Internal mechanisms for registering and solving the
employees’ complaints, continuously available to them;
Quarterly consultation of the Shareholders General
Assembly;
Involvement of the management team and all the
employees during all stages of report’s elaboration,
starting with the CEO and up to the representatives
of all departments having responsibilities in the fields
touched by the relevant aspects: Human Resources,
Quality, Marketing/Sales, Legal, Financial, Research&
Development, Administrative and Procurement .

The organization has implemented:
• International Environment Management Standard ISO 14001:2004;
• International Quality Management Standard ISO 9001:2008;
• International Information Security Management Standard ISO 27001;
• Communication on Progress Report sent to United Nations Global Compact
• Partnering Against Corruption Initiative.
• We have organized internal training programs on anti-competition practices
with the departments involved in running the contracts development.
• Ever since 2013 we have launched discussions with external consultants for
applying the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicators, which standardize the
economic, social and environment related reporting’s.
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The indirect economic impact generated through the
organizations software solutions and services is mainly relevant
for the customers, users and beneficiaries of SIVECO solutions:
from medium and large private companies, to companies and
public institutions in the country and abroad.
Directly and indirectly, the SIVECO products and services are
generating IT based inclusion, increasing the efficiency
of work in organizations, allowing resources saving,
reducing time and work volume, facilitating the
decision making process in organizations and
public institutions.
Through our projects we involve a lot of
partners, suppliers, subcontractors and
consultants, indirectly contributing to jobs
creation, to the IT industry’s development
countrywide and to promoting innovative
industries on international markets.
The indirect economic impact is, also, relevant
for the organization, whose mission is exactly
the information-based inclusion at the level of
beneficiaries.
All aspects regarding the employees, from relations with the
management up to health at the workplace, professional
development, career development and equality, are equally
relevant for the organization’s management and employees.
SIVECO Romania has initiated a series of undertakings aiming
at sensitizing and training employees, as well as implementing
the ethics and good governance standards.
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3. VALUE CHAIN

The value chain we are referring to in this document includes our company’s
customers, partners and suppliers.

Annual Sustainability Report 2014

3.1

OUR CUSTOMERS
CUSTOMERS are the centerpiece of SIVECO’s business. Thus,
one of the core values defining us is the FOCUS ON CUSTOMER.
We aim to provide our customers IT solutions that would cover
precisely their needs and requirements.
In order to be able to cover a wide range of market requirements,
we provide a wide range of products, from turnkey solutions to
solutions created following customer’s unique specifications
(customized applications).
We stand by the client throughout the entire procurement
chain, providing him/her support in needs analysis, solution’s
design, quality assurance, implementation, training, technical
support and any other kind of service that the customer
considers important for the project’s success.
In order to satisfy our CUSTOMERS’ needs, we have adopted a
set of rules, values and norms applicable to the stakeholders,
which contribute to accomplishing this mission:

CUSTOMERS

QUALITY

TRUST

INCLUSION

DIGITAL
FAITHFULNESS
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3.1.1 CUSTOMERS EVOLUTION
IN NUMBERS
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Presently, SIVECO successfully includes in its portfolio 1,575 customers
from 27 countries on 4 continents, providing them IT systems based
on the latest technology, addressing the fields of eLearning, eHealth,
eCustoms, eAdministration, eAgriculture and eBanking.
Our solutions are targeted to both the private and public sectors.

Our customers are:
Medium and large companies from all
industrial and commercial sectors
Service provider companies
Local and central public institutions
State-owned companies
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Our company has been always able to provide competitive solutions to
customers from all economic sectors. Among the customers there are:

EDUCATION

Ministry of National Education in
Romania
Ministry of Education in the United
Arab Emirates
Ministry of Education in Azerbaijan
Ministry of Education in Morocco
Ministry of Education in Cyprus
Ministry of Education din Kazakhstan
Ministry of Education in Malta

HEALTH

National Health Insurance House in
Romania
National Health Insurance House in
Bulgaria

AGRICULTURE

Payments Agency for Rural Development
and Fisheries
Payments and Intervention Agency for
Agriculture

CUSTOMS

INSTITUTIONS

Customs Administration in Macedonia
Customs Administration in Turkey
General Customs
Romania

Department

in

Customs Administration in Serbia

CREDIT
BUREAU

Credit Bureau in Romania
Credit Bureau in the Republic of Moldova
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3.1.2 EVALUATION OF
CUSTOMERS’ SATISFACTION

A survey regarding the customers’ satisfaction was carried out in 2014.
There were conducted 33 interviews and 61 questionnaires.
The following have been monitored within the questionnaire:
Quality of services delivered
Response time and manner of communication
Strong points
Weak points
Proposals for improvement

These are the results:
The overall level of customers’ satisfaction is positive, 90.9% of
the respondents declare themselves satisfied or very satisfied
with SIVECO Romania as provider.
81.8% of the customers consider that the SIVECO Romania
solutions have a positive impact on their companies.
Our customers state that in 87.9% of the cases SIVECO Romania
understands well their requirements.
81.8% of the customers consider their relation with SIVECO
Romania has improved.
In a percentage of 100% our customers declare themselves
very satisfied with the relationship with the contact person
from SIVECO.
In a ratio of 93.9% our customers are satisfied by the
communication quality between SIVECO Romania and them.
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72.7% of the customers will recommend SIVECO Romania (or
think they will recommend it).
84.8% of the SIVECO Romania customers declare themselves
satisfied or very satisfied by the solutions’ quality.
As regards the control over the Projects’ development at the
Customers, 87.5% of them state that it is satisfactory.
75.8% of SIVECO Romania customers declare themselves
satisfied or very satisfied by the quality of services provided,
in comparison with other service providers.

Our impact on customers’ services
I don’t know
3%
They have
improved very
much
21%

Are the same
12%
Have worsened
3%

Have improved
61%
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3.2

OUR PARTNERS
3.2.1 PORTFOLIO OF
PARTNERS

Our efforts turn to building long term strategic partnerships.
Only by working together, companies can generate progress
within the communities they are active in, each part making
available the expertise, resources and unique benefits it holds.
Starting from these principles, SIVECO Romania is focusing
on building long term strategic partnerships, with the most
important players in the IT sector, companies with extensive
expertise and international recognition.

3.2.2 ACTIONS CARRIED
OUT IN 2014

In the reporting year 2014, the following partnerships have been
renewed:
Intel Premier Elite Partner
ORACLE Platinum Partner
Microsoft Gold Certified Partner/ Authorized Education
Reseller
IBM Business Partner
HP Sales and Service Partner
BULL
Ventyx
T-Systems
Samsung

Apart from these strategic partnerships, SIVECO has concluded
a series of national, international or local partnerships with
companies providing related services and products meant to
support implementation of large projects for introducing IT.
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In addition to the development of strategic
partnerships, our company is an active member of the
following initiatives and associations:
•

Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI)

•

United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)

• The Businessmen’s
Romania (AOAR)
•

Association

of

Digital Alliance for Romania

• Information
Society
Technologies
Advisory Group (ISTAG) of the European Union
• Romanian - American
Commerce (AmCham)

Chamber

of

• French Chamber of Commerce and
Industry in Romania (CCiFER)
•

Business Software Alliance

• European Foundation for Quality in
e-Learning (Efquel)
• Association for Development of the
Information Society
• Romanian Association for Electronics and Software
(ARIES)
• Employers Association of the Software and Services
Industry (ANIS)
•

Federation of Tourism and Services Employers

Within these organizations, we are contributing to improving
the business climate, promoting transparency and
competitiveness.
We have also concluded partnerships with non-governmental
organizations that are focused on supporting the people in
need, promoting education, health, environment protection,
culture etc.
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WHAT DO PARTNERS SAY
ABOUT SIVECO

”Our collaboration with SIVECO has started in 2011, within the
project developed for the European Union Publications Office,
aiming at developing IT applications, maintenance, consultancy
and assistance for various information systems. Throughout the
entire project, SIVECO has proved a high degree of IT expertise,
succeeding in providing all services with professionalism,
flexibility at a very good quality. All services have been accepted
by the most demanding customer, the European Union, so that
we wish to continue our collaboration with SIVECO also in other
IT projects, that we hope will benefit as many European citizens
as possible”.
Michel Bonvoisin, Manager at Sword Technologies S.A.
Luxembourg, Project Partner
„The company SIVECO Romania vitally contributes to this
project’s success (Consumer Classroom portal), by providing
the most modern technologies and trends in education, with
benefits over the entire European society“.
Pauline Doria, Project Manager within Expertise France
- Adetef – French agency for international technical
cooperation, leader of the Consortium in charge with
extension of Consumer Classroom portal
”I want to congratulate you for the wonderful manner in which
you got involved in the project ”The box bringing smiles”!.
I have seen the pictures and short videos and I was impressed by
the result. I feel honored I had the opportunity to know people
having a beautiful soul and their heart opened to help those in
need with the empathy that you have proved”.
Andreea Beatrice Popa, Adventist Association for
Development, Recovery and Aid
”An incurable disease does not affect just the person diagnosed,
but all the people around him. Every minute the life of one
family in Romania is changing radically under the pressure of
such a sickness. Through a simple gesture, (directing 2% of the
income tax towards Hospice) you have rendered the DIGNITY
to a human facing an incurable disease and have brought back
hope to those depending on it.”
Laurentiu Ionescu, Fundraiser, Fundraising and
Communication Department, HOSPICE Casa Sperantei
We have received your books today (within the campaign <<A
book – a heartfelt gift for the mind>> for endowment of libraries
from care centers with educational materials for children and
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elderly) and we thank you a lot for them. They are of great help,
especially the map collections. We have distributed them per
each Center and by the weekend they will reach every location
in part.
Gabriela Dragu Avadanii, Fundraiser at Foundation for
Community Support, Bacau
”Throughout our collaboration, SIVECO representatives have
participated in numerous activities, seminars, working groups
and meeting organized by AmCham Romania contributing
along with the other AmCham members to promotion of a
stable and predictable business environment.
Among the projects supported by SIVECO Romania we
mention: accession to Global Partnership against Corruption
(Partnering Against Corruption Initiative), a program of the
World Economic Forum in partnership with Transparency
International, promoted in Romania by AmCham, constantly
supporting investments in community development programs
recognized through campaign’s nomination in the category
”Best community program” within the 6th edition of the People
for People Gala, an event organized by AmCham together with
the Association for Community Relations, a set of criteria and
recommendations in support of the companies investing in
projects of social corporate responsibility.”
Anca Harasim, Executive Director of Romanian-American
Chamber of Commerce
”On behalf of SoNoRo Association, organizer of the International
Chamber Music Festival SoNoRo, we wish to thank our sponsor,
SIVECO Romania, for the whole support we were granted with.
We are happy that together we have succeeded to build a
strong partnership in these three years and we hope that our
good collaboration will continue also in the next editions.”
Oana Dobre, Marketing & Communication, SoNoRo

3.3

OUR SUPPLIERS

As regards relations with suppliers we take into account the
quality of products and services provided to customers, the
mutual benefits, the transparent legal and judicial framework,
establishing and observing a manner of work agreed upon.
The suppliers we are in contractual relations with are informed
on the quality standards that we are certified for and upon the
internal working procedures.
Periodically, our company performs an assessment of the
products and services provided by suppliers and decides upon
the relationship’s continuation or the contract’s termination
with suppliers.
25
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4. COMPANY’S SHAREHOLDERS
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4.1

SHAREHOLDERS STRUCTURE
SHAREHOLDERS STRUCTURE
SIVECO
ROMANIA

•Quality: shareholder
•Nationality: Romanian

SIVECO

•Quality: shareholder
•Nationality: Dutch

SIVECO

•Quality: shareholder
•Nationality: Romanian

NETHERLANDS B.V

INTERNAȚIONAL

4.2

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF
THE COMPANY
Subsequent to a pretty rough year, the company has yet
succeeded an outstanding performance. The total revenue has
reached 84 million USD.

Total Income 2003-2014 / million dollars
91
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81
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21
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2004 2005

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

2013 2014
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4.3

MARKET SHARE
SIVECO was ranked second place in 2014 on the market of IT
Services in Romania, with revenue of 34.30 million USD and 6%
market share.

HP
SIVECO
IBM
Romsys
S&T Group
Teamnet
Oracle Corporation
Microsot Corporation
Telekom
Asseco
TOTAL

Value(US$M)
77.91
34.30
30.20
30.10
23.89
18.82
16.64
15.42
15.10
14.76
277.14

Share(%)
13.6
6.0
5.3
5.2
4.2
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.6
2.6
48.4
Source IDC, 2015

According to the IDC study of 2015, SIVECO Romania has
positioned second place in 2014 on the market of Project
Services Macromarket in Romania, with revenue of 22.98
million USD and 7.8% market share.
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On the local EAS market, SIVECO ranked among the top
of business management solutions providers (Enterprise
Application Suite - EAS) with 25.5% market share, according to
the study carried out by IDC.
SIVECO occupies top positions for the following industry
segments:
Business Analytics with 19 % market share
Enterprise Resource Management with 29,8%
Supply Chain Management with 26,8%.

customized
applications
development
software
suport
education
and training
services

business
management
solutions

systems
integration
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5. EMPLOYEES
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5.1

EMPLOYEES’ DISTRIBUTION
In 2014, the average number of employees was 693 persons, with a
14% turnover.

Employees’
distribution per
gender

44% Women (305)
56% Men (388)
Leadership positions:
18 Women (45%)
22 Men (55%)
Leadership positions:
287 Women (44%)
366 Men (56%)

Per divisions

Per departments

11% Administrative
11% Commercial
78% Operational

9% Financial, IT, Administrative
1% Human resources and
Quality Assurance
11% Commercial, Presales,
Marketing, Bid
35% eLearning
2% PMO
1% OAPPS
3% eNuclear
9% CAD
11% eAgriculture
8% eHealth
10% EAS
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5.2

EMPLOYEES’ SATISFACTION
170 employess have been consulted as regards professional
and social sustainability aspects:

Have you been involved in 2014 in projects that have
contributed to your personal development?
No answer
3%
No
23%
Yes
74%

Did you participate in 2014 in social
responsability projects?
No answer
2%
Yes
24%

No
74%

Do you consider the resources saving program
promoted within the company as beeing efficient?
No
13%

Don’t know
1%

Yes
86%
32

Which of the following initiatives contribute to the
choice of candidates for vacancies?
Permanent training
programs
Involvement in complex
projects in the country
and abroad
63
Promoting a good
image of the
company in the media

Provision of benefits
and rewards

56

53

Chance for
promotion

49
Equal
opportunities
for career

40

The company’s
involvement in CSR
projects

27

14

Other

9

Which of the responsability actions below that we
have supported in 2014 should be continued?

70%

60%

50%

A book, a heartfelt
gift for the mind books donations

Supporting the
National Informatics
Olympiad 56%

Campaign for
transferring 2% of
the income tax to
NGOs

Selective collection
of paper, pets

Earth Hour, turning
off the lights
and unplugging
equipments in standby

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
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5.3

EMPLOYEES’ VALUES
CONTINUOUS
COMMITMENT

PERFORMANCE

5.4

RESPONSIBILITY

WORK ENVIRONMENT
SIVECO policies envisage that no employee shall be privileged
or, conversely, a victim of discrimination as regards race,
nationality, ethnic group, language, religion, social category or
his/her sexual orientation.
The employees have the right to equal salary for equal work, to
a fair and satisfactory remuneration, the right to set up trade
unions, the right to medical care, to social security and social
services.
100% of employees having an individual labor contract, for
indefinite period, benefit also from the provisions of the
collective labor contract.

SIVECO Romania provides for its employees:
A work environment where work and innovative spirit
are encouraged
The opportunity to actively participate in large scale
projects the company is running
The chance to work along with a competent team
of specialists, having an internationally recognized
expertise.

Benefits and rewards for the full-time employees:
Additional annual leave days
Annual subscription to (health services in) private
medical clinics
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Parental leave
Meal tickets
Transport with the company’s minibuses
Cafeteria on every floor, providing free of charge water,
coffee and tea
The employees are not subject to the danger of accidents at the
working place.
In 2014 there was no case of morbidity, accident or decease
at the working place. To his end, SIVECO has a department
dedicated to Work Health and Safety, whose employees monitor
the fulfillment of objects in this field, aiming at risk management,
in order to prevent incidents.

Mechanisms for counseling and complaints solving
SIVECO Romania has implemented a complex mechanism for
complaints solving, for ensuring observance of employees’
rights, undertaken in the company’s Code of Ethics.
Thus, the complaints referring to immoral or illegal behavior
and to problems touching upon the organization’s integrity,
internal conflicts, problems related to work ethics, as well
as the suggestions related to the work environment can be
anonymously submitted in the ballot boxes Speak Up installed
on the corridors of each floor in the headquarters (a whistle
blowing type of mechanism). Information is collected on a
weekly basis by a person within the HR department, which
sends a summary situation to the management, for analysis.
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Another way for communicating the problems or suggestions
for improvement is using the online JIRA application, within a
project developed by SIVECO. The employees are encouraged to
communicate to the management the work related problems,
their suggestions and discontent. Complaints can be sent via
the hierarchical path, starting from the direct boss, then the
Department Manager and eventually, the President & CEO.
The employees benefit also from counseling, upon request,
from the internal Legal Department.
In 2014, there were no complaints related to work practices,
human rights issues or to impact on environment.

5.5

WHAT WE HAVE DONE FOR THE
EMPLOYEES IN 2014
We have encouraged the right to professional development. In
2014 have been organized 485 sessions of courses and internal
and external certifications, with a number of approximately
787 participants - graduates, in total amount of some 100,000
euro.
Prestigious organizations providing the SIVECO employees’
training:
QA Training (Great Britain)
Oracle
Open University (Great Britain)
Microsoft
Hewlett-Packard
IRM UK
European Software Institut
CodeCs
Tiffin University (SUA)
Within the Awards Gala of SIVECO Employees in 2014, the
best employees have received recognition of their merits,
professionalism and dedication they have shown throughout
the year.
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5.6

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
In SIVECO employees are constantly encouraged to perform their
professional activities in a professional manner and to manage
ethically the current and/or potential conflicts of interests,
between personal and professional relations.
The employees of SIVECO run their activity in conformity to the
legislation in force and the applicable internal rules.
The SIVECO staff is encouraged to report to the company’s
management team and ethics related problem:
Information regarding the existence of serious
deficiencies in the company’s processes, that may
have a negative impact on the company’s capabilities
to perform at a high qualitative level
Any fraud, material or not, that involved the SIVECO
management or its employees
Any violation of the code of ethics, including the
current or potential conflicts of interests between
personal and professional relations
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6. CERTIFICATIONS AND AWARDS
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DELIVERABLES
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6.1

CERTIFICATIONS AND
AUTHORIZATIONS
SIVECO holds all the authorizations and certification required
by the Romanian legislation in force, for the good operating.
SIVECO Romania has no debt to any of the state’s institutions,
paying on time in 2014, too all the incumbent obligations
according to the legal provisions applicable. The company
respects all the legal provisions in force, in order to run its
activity.
At the same time, particular state authorities represent
stakeholders for SIVECO Romania, as customers, as the company
has contractual relations with them as service provider.

In order to provide services and products compliant with
the customers’ needs, SIVECO Romania holds the following
international certifications:
ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System
ISO 14001:2004 Environment Management System
ISO 27001:2005 Information Security Management
System
In 2014 have been updated the procedures of the Quality
Management System and the work instructions specific to
the activities developed in SIVECO: 40 procedures and 75
instructions.
In September 2014 a new version of the Employee Manual
was published.
In the period 28-30 May, 2014 took place the 5th audit for
recertifying the quality management system (to be performed
every 3 years), in conformity to the requirements of standard
ISO 9001:2008. The audit was performed by Romanian auditors,
on behalf of the French Group AFNOR and no non-conformities
were signaled.
The decision to formalize in a report the manner in which the
principles assumed for our global business are fulfilled helps us
review and adjust on an annual basis the policies dedicated to
the employees, environment, community, being also a modality
to measure our progress annually.
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6.2

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
In 2014, the company SIVECO was rewarded with national
and international awards. The products, services and
the members of SIVECO team have been appreciated
by international competent bodies and have received
recognition within the following competitions:
Third Place within the National Top of Companies organized
by CCIR, field of “Research, Development and High Tech”, group
“Services activities in the information technology”, category
“Large Companies”.
First Place for global business performance, award granted by the
National Council of Small and Medium Size Private Enterprises
in Romania, in partnership with the Deputies Chamber and
“People and Companies”, within the event National Top of
Private Companies.
Second Place for “Activities of carrying out software upon
request (customer- oriented software)”, by the gross
profit in the large companies category, prize granted by the
National Council of Small and Medium Size Private Enterprises
in Romania, in partnership with the Deputies Chamber and
“People and Companies”, within the event National Top of
Private Companies.
Second Place for “Activities of carrying out software upon
request (customer-oriented software)”, by the productivity
in the large companies category, prize granted by the
National Council of Small and Medium Size Private Enterprises
in Romania, in partnership with the Deputies Chamber and
“People and Companies”, within the event National Top of
Private Companies.
Third Place for “Activities of carrying out software upon
request (customer-oriented software)”, by turnover in the
large companies category, prize granted by the National Council
of Small and Medium Size Private Enterprises in Romania,
in partnership with the Deputies Chamber and “People and
Companies”, within the event National Top of Private Companies.
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Excellence prize for innovation in the integration and interoperability activities in the field of healthcare, award granted
by HL 7 Romania, within the Conference “Next eHealth
Generation”.
Golden Medal at the competition Best in Biz Awards 2014,
category Most Innovative Product of the Year for the project
“Optimized educational process in the view of knowledge
society competences”.
Title of Finalist, at the Capital Awards Gala 2014, for the
contribution to the Romanian economy development in 2013,
category “Best IT&C company”.
Third Place in the category “Education”, section “Companies
with over 250 employees”, for the project National and
International Virtual Learning Conference (CNIV), within the
annual awards Romanian CSR Awards.
ZF Analysts have appreciated purchase of the share
package by SIVECO Management as “The biggest
management buyout of year 2013”, prize granted
within the ZF Gala 2014 - Top Transactions.
The project for the Electronic Prescription
Information System (SIPE) developed for the
National Health Insurance House (CNAS) has
received in London, within European IT & Software
Excellence Awards Gala the title of Winner in the
category “Enterprise Solution of the Year”.
Prize “Exporter of year 2013” for exceptional results
in exporting IT expertise, within complex, large
scale projects, contributing to increasing Romania’s
prestige at international level”, atrophy granted
within the annual gala of Nine o’Clock 2014- “People
of year 2013”.
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Title of “Finalist” within the competition European IT &
Software Excellence Awards 2014 for 3 projects:
eLearning platform implemented for the Ministry
of Justice, in the category ISV - Government/Utilities
Solution of the Year
CAD - SIVADOC IT System implemented for ANOFM
(National Employment Agency), in the category ISV Information & Document Management
The Information System for Electronic Prescription,
implemented at the National Health Insurance House,
in the category Enterprise Solution of the Year and in
category Public Sector and Utilities Solution of the Year

SIVECO Romania has received in 2014 from ListaFirme.ro - Top of
Romanian companies, the following awards:
First Place in Top Profit Romania for activities of carrying
out software upon request (customer - oriented
software)
Second Place in Top Profit Romania, Bucharest for
service activities in information technology
Third Place in Top Business Romania, Bucharest for
service activities in information technology
Third Place in Top Business Romania for activities
of carrying out software upon request (customer oriented software), according to the balance sheet.
Within the prestigious competition European Business Awards
2013/14, SIVECO Romania has received the award Ruban
d’Honneur, being appreciated as one of the most successful
companies at European level for the outstanding financial
activity, innovation, position as market leader in Romania and
for the international projects.
Romania has received international recognition for increasing
the efficiency of the migration process of the work force abroad.
Within the competition European IT & Software Excellence
Awards 2014 GREEN project, dedicated to persons searching for
a job abroad, was qualified among the finalists in the category
“Information & Document Management”. The project was
entirely carried out with Romanian know-how and technology,
being implemented at the National Employment Agency
(ANOFM), in partnership with SIVECO Romania.
42
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7.1

ACTIVITIES WITH IMPACT ON
THE ORGANIZATIONS AND
COMMUNITY’S DEVELOPMENT
The most important initiatives of SIVECO Romania in 2014 are:
1.

Extension of international projects

Presently, we operate in 27 countries with potential for
development from the Community of Independent States,
Middle East, North Africa and the European Union. Over 30%
of the turnover comes from the export of eLearning solutions.

2.

National Projects

In 2014 have been prescribed over 50.5 million
electronic prescriptions by means of the Information System
for the Electronic Prescription for the National Health Insurance
House.
The math digital manual dedicated to pupils in the 1th
grade has been launched. The manual was appreciated by pupils
and teachers and has benefitted from a successful launch, along
with partners from Litera publishing.
In the field of agriculture the absorption of EU funds
was succeeded in a ratio of over 96.52%, due to the information
systems developed for APIA.
With the help of the information systems for processing
of rural development requests at APDRP were attracted 5.3
billion euro by the Romanian villages in the past 7 years and
over 143,000 aid requests have been managed, in
amount of over 18 billion euro.
SIVECO has
announced a strategic
investment carried out by the company management
who purchased entirely the shares packages held by
Enterprise Investors and Intel Capital.

3.

National projects funded from European Funds

SIVECO Romania has contributed to the development
of projects funded from European funds:
The project Inspiring Science Education
provides access to digital resources and learning
opportunities. The teachers have the chance to
guide and inspire the pupils to carry out their own
scientific discoveries, to observe and understand the
manner in which natural and scientific phenomena
do manifest, to have access to latest generation
interactive instruments even in the classroom.
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"Inspiring Science Education invites to
modernizing the school education through
access to online interactive instruments, and
digital resources from the entire world which
can be used for teaching the scientific subject
matters. Pilot activities will be developed in
5,000 primary and secondary schools in 15
European countries. Throughout the activities,
the teachers will use simulations, educational
games and applications of eScience type,
which they will complement with extra – curricular activities
such as: trips to scientific centers and theme parks or virtual
visits in research centers", has stated Monica Florea, Manager
of European Projects Department, within SIVECO Romania.
In 2014 was launched the portal Open Discovery Space
which brings together content resources for the primary,
gymnasium education and for curricular subjects: Sciences,
Mathematics, Arts, IT, Social Studies and Foreign Languages.
Within the community created by means of the portal, the
teachers in Romania have the possibility to interact with other
teacher communities in Europe.
40,000 pupils and 10,000 European teachers will use a common
base of digital multilinguistic lessons.
“The European research project Open Discovery Space invites
to modernizing the school education through involvement of
teachers, pupils, parents and the decision making factors. The
project has as objective creating a pan-European eLearning
environment, in order to promote more flexible and creative
learning methods and for improving the educational content”,
has stated Monica Florea, Manager of Research & Development
department within SIVECO Romania.

4.

New projects for the European Commission

SIVECO Romania together with Intrasoft has concluded a
partnership agreement by which they will ensure development
and maintenance services for the websites of the European
Union’s Publication Office. The contract will run in the period
2014-2018.
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”The selection criteria have been very
demanding, but we have succeeded in meeting
all the requirements. Our experts already have
a valuable experience in projects with the
Publication Office, an institution providing
free access to information for the European
Union members. We are happy that we can
contribute to ensuring a pleasant experience
for the visitors of websites managed
by the Publication Office”, has declared
Stefan Morcov, project coordinator, Vice-president SIVECO
Romania.
In 2014 was launched the Project for „Increasing the
capacity of consumers organizations” for the Executive Agency
for Health and Consumers of the European Commission, and
the General Directorate Sanco, a training program, including
through eLearning methods, which will support the consumers
organizations from al UE member states in promoting the rights
of European citizens.

5. Projects for the community
5.1 SIVECO has awarded the winners of the National
Informatics Olympiad
The young Romanian informatics specialists have competed in
the most prestigious national informatics competition.
In the period 10-14 April 2014, the city of Slobozia was host of
the National Informatics Olympiad for gymnasium, the most
prestigious competition in the field in Romania. Over 200
pupils from graded V-VIII from across the country have had the
opportunity to test their ingenuity and talent in informatics,
propelled by the desire to reach the climax of excellence.
Within the awarding ceremony hosted by the Culture House of
Slobozia Municipality, were awarded 35 prizes and medals to
the pupils who ranked on top positions.
SIVECO has supported this year’s competition by providing high
performance tablets of the latest generation to the holders of 1st
place for each of the grades V-VIII.
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"We have continued the tradition of supporting
these youngsters who promise to become
the future professionals in the IT&C field.
The approach is in line with our long term
strategy for supporting performing education
in Romania", has declared Emil Dragomirescu,
Program Manager, within SIVECO Romania.
Between 4 and 7 April 2014, city of Pitesti has
hosted the National Informatics Olympiad to
which have participated the most talented high school pupils
in the field of informatics in the country. During the two
competition tests, over 300 pupils from grades IX-XII have had
the chance to prove their knowledge and abilities in the field of
informatics aiming to reach the awarding podium.
SIVECO has supported this year’s competition by providing prizes
consisting in high performance tablets of the latest generation
to the five holders of 1st place for each of the grades IX-XII.
5.2

Earth Hour

2 billion people from 152 countries and over 7,000 cities have
taken part on March 29, 2014 in the Earth Hour event, at the
proposal of World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), the organization
that has initiated the movement seven years ago.
For the fourth year in a row, our company has joined this
campaign of raising awareness on the environmental issues,
together with public institutions and citizens in the entire world.
How? Through a simple gesture: turning the lights off
and unplugging the electronic equipments in standby, on March 29, 20.30 – 21.30 hours.
The Earth Hour is much more than a single hour in
which we do care about our planet – it means the
concern for creating a better future for people and
nature.
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5.3

Aids for children in need

In the month of December, close to Christmas, our colleagues
in the eAgriculture Department have collected packages with
food and clothing and donated them to very poor families.
59 children from broken down or very poor families from
villages of Tamboiesti - Vrancea county, from Parava, Rosiori,
Izvorul Berheciului – Bacau county and around the city were
happy to receive our gifts. Their life stories, some very sad, have
brought tears to the eyes of our volunteers. Children abandoned
by their mother in a bus shuttle station, children with diseased
parents, children suffering from cancer, children with alcoholic
parents, children living in a house made of straws, with no toilet,
not even in the courtyard, children who cannot make their
homework because parents cannot afford (lack money even)
to buy candles. Indeed, there are realities that we seldom see
pictured in the media … We are happy that we have succeeded,
at least for one day, to brig sunshine in the life of these souls.
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5.4

Campaign for books donation

We have launched the campaign “A book – a heartfelt gift for
the mind” for endowment with educational materials of libraries
and centers for children and elderly care: map collections (travel
atlases), encyclopedias, motivational and history books.
The first action was developed together with Foundation for
Community Support in Bacau, where 500 books have been
donated, which were sent to the day centers for elderly “Dr.
Stefan Ciobanu”, to the residential center “Senior citizens‘
Village- Milly”, to the children clubs in Motoseni, Slobozia Noua,
Podu Turcului, Dealu Morii, Vultureni and to the centre Mozaic.
“Ion Creanga” library in Bucharest, reopened to the public
after an extended renovation, has received the visit of SIVECO
employees, who have donated 230 books and 210 CDs to be
used by persons passionate about reading and music. This
undertaking was supported by Young Initiative Association,
which will send some of the books for endowment of the reading
hall of Children Care center No. 4 in Bucharest.
At the County Library Octavian Goga in Cluj have been offered
200 books and 210 CDs for the opening of the first min-library
within the project “Get involved and make a gift. Be a volunteer!”.
Mentoriama Foundation has received 700 books and 420
CDs. SIVECO has just become partner in the “Good Deeds
Championship”, a competition for collecting donations
addressed to NGOs in Romania and for mobilizing human
resources through volunteering
5.5

Campaign 2%

We have collected 76 forms from employees for transferring 2%
of their income tax towards the Romanian Association against
Leukemia, SMURD Foundation, Association Elena 98 Ploiesti, CS
Bronx Powerlifting Club Bacau, Romanian Society for supporting
elderly and persons ailing with Alzheimer disease, Parents
Association – School No. 186 “Elena Vacarescu” – Bucharest,
Association Hands Across Romania, Association A Chance
for Sabin, Association My life MMA, Association Children’s’
Heart, United Way Romania Foundation, Foundation “Sf. Irina”,
Foundation Hope for Children Romania, Brebina Parish, Parents
Association of the Gymnasium School no. 19 Tudor Arghezi, Pro
Vita Association for newborns and unborn children, Association
Wings for the Future, Roman –Catholic Congregation Saint
Francis de Assisi and Romanian Ornithological Society
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8.1

SIVECO AND ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Our company has imposed herself on the market as promoter
of the „Green Economy” principles, proposing IT based
ecological solutions. Through the nature of the activities we are
developing, we generate a positive impact on the environment.
The environment benefits of the main types of applications
developed by SIVECO for the customers, are measurable and
relevant.
Thus, the solution for Documents Management reduces by
30% the paper consumption at the beneficiary, especially in
case of the applications dedicated to the public administration
as a result of circulation and storage in electronic format of
the documents between departments or to/from the external
partners.

8.2

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ACTIVITIES, CARRIED OUT IN 2014

We have continued applying the employees’ mobility plan. In
2014 were performed 3,800 travels to-from the office. We
have thus contributed to reducing the noxae in the atmosphere
and to ensuring a civilized transport for the employees. The
impact on the environment is significant.
We have invested in devices with low energy consumption:
computers, servers, displays, peripherals, lighting equipments,
electric equipment.
The wiring network and HVAC systems installed have
been reviewed.
The specific consumption of materials and
utilities have been monitored and optimized,
while losses have been minimized.
We have provided used IT equipment
to the association ”Workshops without
frontiers” in order to be refurbished and
donated to other organizations.
We have collected 1,650 kg paper, 1,185 kg
plastic, 8,175 kg household waste mixture.
We have instructed the night watch guards in
view of checking and turning off lights and A/C
after 22:00 hours.
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Continuous education and development of employees’
professional competences – we will organize training
sessions for at least 200 employees;
Optimizing the specific consumptions of materials and
utilities, while minimizing losses by 10%;
Concluding of yet another partnership for selective taking
over of waste – old computers, paper, plastic packages;
Increasing the number of customers from 1,575 to 1,700;
Extending the distribution and partnership network looking
for new companies wishing to extend their area of activity
and improve their financial results – at least three;
Reviewing the system of suppliers’ evaluation, selection
and monitoring;
Obtaining recertification of the Quality Management System;
Launch of the Communication on Progress report on the
basis of GRI indicators – The 10 principles of the United
Nations Organization;
Reviewing the Code of Ethics, training and auditing of all
employees regarding the internal ethics norms;
Creating in the university environment and the civil
society of strategic partnerships with the aim of promoting
common values and good business practices – at least three;
Concluding partnerships for running educational projects –
at least two;
Increasing by 10% the number of forms filled in by
employees for directing 2% of their income tax in order to
support programs addressed to the community;
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Concluding partnerships with organizations protecting
interests of children, sick people and animals – at least
two;
Consulting the employees by sending questionnaires on
subjects that need improvement;
Continuing CSR reporting by the standard GRI 4 with help of
external consultants;
Providing stakeholders access to credible information of
the company’s CSR performances;
Organizing internal training sessions;
Improving existing internal documents, knowing and
applying them by all the employees;
Carrying out the employee’s “green” Kit (My green kit);
Carrying out a “green stuff” group on Facebook;
Promoting the Volunteering Day;
Mobilizing for employees’ participation in activities
organized by NGOs – marathon, meeting, flashmob, 2%,
donations, Earth Hour;
Participation in antibribery AmCham taskforce;
Supporting carrying out Guidelines for Investment in
Community /AmCham;
Participation in CSR seminars organized by third parties;
Informing new employees on the social sustainability actions.
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10.1

GRI Indicators Index,
G4 version
The present report contains Informing Standards from
GRI Sustainability Reporting Guideline.
Index of indicators according the GRI methodology, version G4, basic
reporting level
Indicators
Definition of indicators
References and observations
STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
G4-1

Statement from the CEO
Introduction - Page. 3

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
G4-3

Name of the organization
1.1 Business card - Page. 7

G4-4

Main brands, products and services of the organization
1.2 Types of products, solutions - Page. 9

G4-5

Localizing the organization’s headquarters
1.1 Business card, Legal Identity - Page. 8

G4-6

Number and name of countries where the organization is
operating
1.1 Business card - Page. 7
3.1.1 Customers evolution in numbers - Page. 18

G4-7

Form of ownership and legal form of organization
1.1 Business card, Legal Identity - Page. 8
4. Company’s shareholders - Page. 27
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G4-8
Markets served by the organization: geographical regions,
fields of activity, type of customers and beneficiaries
3.1.1 Customers evolution in numbers - Pages. 18-19

G4-9
Size of the organization: total number of employees, number
of operations, net sales, quantities of products or services
distributed
4.2 Financial results of the company - Page. 27
5.1 Employees’ distribution - Page. 31

G4-10
a. Report the total number of employees by employment
contract and gender;
b. Report the total number of permanent employees by
employment type and gender;
c. Report the total workforce by employees and supervised
workers and by gender;
d. Report the total workforce by region and gender;
e. Report whether a substantial portion of the organization’s
work is performed by workers who are legally recognized as selfemployed, or by individuals other than employees or supervised
workers, including employees and supervised employees of
contractors;
f.

Report any significant variations in employment numbers.
5.1 Employees’ distribution - Page. 31

G4-11
Percentage of employees with collective labor contract: 100%;

G4-12
Description of supply - distribution chain of the organization;
3.3 Our suppliers - Page. 25

G4-13
Reporting significant changes regarding the size, structure,
shareholders or the supply-distribution chain of the
organization in the reporting period;
4. Company’s shareholders - Page. 26
4.1 Structure of shareholders - Page. 27
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G4-14
Report whether and how the precautionary approach or
principle is addressed by the organization.

REPORT PROFILE
G4-28
Period (fiscal year, calendar year etc.) envisaged in the
report
Introduction - Page. 3

G4-29
Date of the most recent report (if applicable)
CSR Report 2013, published in September 2014

G4-30
Reporting cycle (annual, biennial etc.): Annual

G4-31
Contact data are provided for questions regarding the report
and its content at marketing@siveco.ro
Editors’ box - Page. 67

G4-32
a. It is indicated the option regarding the level of conformity
chosen for reporting;
b. It is presented the GRI indicators Index based on which was
carried out the reporting;
c. If appropriate, add the reference to the External Assurance
Report, if the report has been externally assured.
Since 2013, we have chosen that to report the level of
conformity according to GRI recommendations.

G4-33
a. Are mentioned the current policies and practices of the
organization as regards the report’s external supervision;
b.

State the scope and grounds of external supervision;

c.

Specify the report between the organization and supervisor;

d. Specify whether the CEO or the Executive Committee are
involved in ensuring external supervision of the sustainability
report.		
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We have not used providers for the report’s external
supervision. The report is elaborated by the internal team
of SIVECO Romania, being supervised by the organization’s
management.

GOVERNANCE
G4-34
The organizational structure of the company is mentioned,
including the structure of the highest decision making level;
are indicated the commissions making decisions as regards the
economic, social and environment impact.
1.1 Business card - Page. 7

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56
The values, principles, standards and behavior norms of
the organization are presented in the Code of conduct or
ethics
1.3 Business practices - Page. 9
2.1 CSR Reporting and SIVECO business - Page. 11

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
G4-EC1
Economic value generated (revenue) and distributed
(operational costs, employees’ salaries and benefits, payments
to capital providers, taxes and duties, investments in community
programs)
4.2 Financial results of the company - Page. 27

G4-EC4
Financial assistance received from the state:
a. One has to report the amount of financial aid received by
the organization from the state in the reporting period; are taken
into account the following: tax exemptions; subsidies; funds for
investments, grants for research and development and other
types of relevant grants; financial prizes; deferment in royalties’
payment; financial assistance from the export crediting agencies;
financial stimuli; other governmental financial benefits received
or that can be received for specific operations.
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b.

The information above is specified for each country in part.

c. It is specified whether and to what extent is the government
part of the shareholders’ structure.
The company SIVECO Romania has not benefitted from tax
and duties’ exemptions, subsidies, funds for investments
or other sau financial benefits or fiscal facilities from the
Romanian state or from the governments in the counties
where it is operating.

ENVIRONMENTAL
G4-EN34
Number of complaints regarding the environmental impact
registered, analyzed and solved by means of the formal
mechanisms for solving complaints
SIVECO Romania did not register any complaints regarding
the environmental impact either in the reporting period,
or in the previous period.

SOCIAL
Practices regarding relations with employees and decent work
Hiring and retention

G4-LA1
Total number of the new employees and of those who have
left the organization, as well as the hiring ratio and the staff
turnover depending on age group, gender and region:
a. Total number of the new employees and the hiring ratio in
the reporting period, depending on the age group, gender and
region;
b. Total number of the new employees and the staff turnover
in the reporting period are reported, depending on the age
group, gender and region;
5.1 Employees’ distribution - Page. 31

G4-LA2
Benefits granted to full-time employees that are not granted
to staff with temporary or part-time contracts
5.4 Work environment - Page. 34
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G4-LA3
Number of employees returning to the workplace after
parental leave and their retention rate, deepening on gender:
a. It is reported the number of employees entitled to parental
leave, deepening on gender;
b. Is reported the number of employees who have entered
parental leave, depending on gender;
c. Is reported the number of employees who have returned to
the workplace after completing the parental leave, depending
on gender;
d. Is reported the number of employees who have returned to
the workplace after completing the parental leave and who are
still employed one year after their return, depending on gender;
e. Are reported the ratios of returning to the workplace and
the retention rates of employees who have entered parental
leave, depending on gender;
The rate of retention of employees who have returned to the
workplace after completing the parental leave – 100 %

G4-LA4
Minimal notice period in case of operation changes, mentioning
whether these are specified in the collective labor contracts
a. It is reported the minimum number of weeks provided
as notice to employees and their representatives prior to
implementing operational changes that might have serious
effects upon them;
b. In case of organizations where there are collective labor
contracts, one mentions whether the notice period and the
consultation and negotiation processes are specified in the
collective agreements.
N/A

G4-LA13
Ratio between the basic salary and the total remuneration
that women and men are benefitting from, depending on the
employees’ categories.
Confidential

G4-LA16
Number of complaints regarding the work practices registered,
analyzed and solved by means of the formal mechanisms for
solving complaints.
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a. One reports the number of complaints regarding the work
practices submitted in the reporting period by means of the
complaints solving mechanisms;
b. Are mentioned how many of the complaints submitted
have been: analyzed during the reporting period; solved during
the reporting period;
c. One reports the number of complaints regarding the work
practices submitted prior to the reporting period and which
have been solved during this period.		
5.4 Working environment at SIVECO - Mechanisms for
counseling and solving complaints - Page. 35

SOCIETY
G4-SO3
The number and percentage of operation evaluated for risks
regarding corruption, as well as significant risks identified
In 2014 there have been no operations registered
evaluated for risks regarding corruption.

G4-SO4
Communication and training regarding the anti-corruption
policies and procedures:
a. One reports the number and percentage of members of
corporate governance structures to whom the organization’s anticorruption policies and procedures have been communicated;
b. One reports the number and percentage of employees to
whom the organization’s anti-corruption policies and procedures
have been communicated;
c. One reports the number and percentage of business
partners to whom the organization’s anti-corruption policies
and procedures have been communicated; the data is provided
depending on the partners’ type and the regions where they
develop operations;
d. One reports the number and percentage of governance
structures’ members to whom trainings in the field of anticorruption were provided; data is provided depending on the
region;
e. One reports the number and percentage of employees to
whom trainings in the field of anti-corruption were provided;
the data above is provided depending on the regions where
they develop operations.
Not Applicable.
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G4-SO5
Confirmed cases of corruption and actions undertaken
a. One reports the number and nature of confirmed corruption
cases;
b. One reports the number of confirmed corruption cases
where employees have been dismissed or sanctioned;
c. One reports the number of confirmed corruption cases
where the contracts with business partners have been concluded
or have not been extended as a result of the issues regarding
corruption;
d. One reports the legal corruption trials initiated against the
organization or its employees the reporting period; one take
into account the results of trials.
In 2014 there were no confirmed cases of corruption and
no lawsuits on corruption.

G4-SO6
Total value of political contributions depending on the country
and beneficiary:
a. One reports the value of financial or in kind political
contributions carried out directly or indirectly by the
organization, depending on the country/region and beneficiary;
b. One mentions in what manner was calculated the value of
the contributions in kind – if applicable.
In 2014, SIVECO Romania did not have any political
contributions or in kind.

G4-PR8
Number of reasoned complaints regarding breaches of the
customers’ right to privacy and the customers’ data loss:
a. One reports the number of reasoned complaints regarding
breaches of the customers’ right to privacy;
b. One reports the number of leaks, thefts or loss of customers’
data;
c. In case the organization has registered no reasoned
complaints, a short statement is sufficient.
In 2014 no complaints regarding breaches of the
customers’ right to privacy and customers’ data loss have
been registered.
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PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY
G4-PR9
The financial value of significant fines for noncompliance with
the laws and regulations regarding providing and using the
products and services:
a. One reports the financial value of significant fines for
noncompliance with the laws and regulations regarding
providing and using the products and services;
b. In case the organization has registered no nonconformities,
a short statement is sufficient.
In 2014 no fines for noncompliance with the laws and
regulations regarding providing and usage of products and
services provided by SIVECO have been registered.
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